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1. Introduction. In the sequel X will be a Fréchet space in the sense of [2]; in 
particular, the topology of X will be defined by a countable family of semi-norms 
{||̂ ||m}m=i- We denote by C{X) the set of all linear closed operators acting in Z , 
and by L{X) the set of all continuous linear operators on X. The space L(X) will 
be endowed with the topology of the uniform convergence on the bounded subsets 
of X. We denote also by C^ the one-point compactification of the complex field С 
We recall that the spectrum a{T) of an operator Те C(X) is defined as the comple­
ment in C^ of the set Q[T) of all points Àe C^ which have a neighbourhood V;^ such 
that {ß - T)~^ e L{X) for any ßeVj^^nC and the set 
{{fi- T)-'x; ßeV.nC} 
is bounded for any x eX (this definition is equivalent to the original one given 
in [9], in Fréchet spaces). 
Let us fix now an operator Te C{X). We recall the concept of local spectrum, as 
defined in [5]. Namely, for a fixed element x e X let us denote by (5j(x) the set of 
all Я G Coo for which there are an open neighbourhood V;^ and an Z-valued analytic 
function/^, defined in V;^, whose values are actually in the domain of definition ^ (T) 
of T, such that (fx - T)fJ^ix) = x for /z e F^ n С Such a function /^ will be called 
T-associated with x (at X). The set Ут(х) = C^ \ôj{x) is the local spectrum of T 
at X and it is obviously contained in (т{Т). 
Let us denote by A^ the set of all complex-valued functions, analytic in neigh­




/ ( a ) ) + - L f / ( ; . ) ( ^ - T ) - 4 / . cx)E(7(T), 
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where Г is a rectifiable contour surrounding cr(T) in С and / G Л^ is arbitrary. The 
properties of the analytic functional calculus are well-known and we will not repeat 
all of them here. One of the most important properties of the analytic functional 
calculus is known as the spectral mapping theorem and it asserts that a^f^T)) = 
= f{o{Ty), for a n y / G AJ. The main result of this paper is a variant of this formula, 
valid for the local spectrum. In this way we improve an older result from [7], 
extending the continuous case in Banach space, completely solved in [3] for the opera­
tors having the single valued extension property in Dunford's sense (see again [3] 
for this notion). We extend also the case of the continuous operators in Banach spaces, 
which are not supposed to have the single valued extension property, developed in 
[8]. The present refinement takes advantage of some ideas of [8]. 
Let us recall one more concept. As is shown in [5], there exists a unique maximal 
open set Qj с C^ with the property that iï U ci Q^ is open and /o : I/ -> ^{Т) is 
analytic and {ц — T)fQ{ii) = 0 fox jieU n С then /o = 0 in U. In other words, 
the set QT is the maximal open set in C^ in which the operator Thas the single valued 
extension property. Its complement in C^ will be denoted by S^. The set Sj^ is con­
tained in (T(T) and has a "good behaviour" with respect to the analytic functional 
calculus [7]. We shall return to this problem in the third section. 
2. Main result. In this section we shall prove the following 
2.1. Theorem. Consider T e C{X) and take f e Aj which is non-constant in any 
connected component of its domain of definition. Then for every xeX we have 
/(7rW) = 7/(r)W. 
In order to p rove Theorem 2.1 we need some supplementary results. 
2.2. Proposition. Consider Te C(X) and take xeX such that Ут{х)ф со. Then 
X G 9{T^)for anyk'^1 and 
sup {|z|; z G 7r(x)} ^ sup lim ЦЛЦ^^'^ < oo . 
m fc-*oo 
The p r o o f of this assertion can be found in [6]. 
2.3. Lemma. Assume that Te C{X) has the properties Q{T) Ф 0 and сг(Т) э oo. 
If fe AT is such that lim z^ f{z) = 0 (0 ^ /c < m) then for any polynomial P of 
degree at most m the function g = Pf e Aj^, д(Т) = P{T)f{T) and д{Т) x = 
= / ( T ) P{T) X for any X e ^{Р{Т)). 
The p roo f of this result is similar to that in [4] so that we omit it. 
P roo f of T h e o r e m 2.1. If there exists at least one /G Aj which is non-constant 
in any connected component of its domain of definition then we must have Q{T) ф 0; 
otherwise, the only functions in Aj would be constants. 
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Let us consider such a n / e Aj and йххеХ. We show first the inclusion/(Уг(^)) ^ 
^ У/(т){^)* Take Яо ^ / " " 4 ^ / ( T ) W ) - Since ßo =/{^о)^^пт){^\ we can take an 
analytic function h which is/(T)-associated with x at IIQ. Let us write/(Я) — f(z) = 
= (Я — z) я̂(Ю> ^^^ iiote that for any fixed À the function Ö̂^ is analytic in a neigh-
bourhood of a(T). By Lemma 2.3 we have (Я - T) gJ^T) h{f{X)) = x and the 
mapping 
g,{T) h{f{X)) = - ^ f ^я(^) (̂  - T)-' h{f{X)) dz , 
2711 J ^̂  
where Г is a rectifiable contour surrounding О-(Г), is analytic in a neighbourhood of AQ. 
We therefore have/~^(^y(j^)(x)) c= от{х), whence/(^^(x)) <= 7/(т)(х). 
Conversely, take JUQ e У/(т){^)' ïf К'^) ^ ^ ' we suppose that ßo Ф /(oo). Consider 
the equation /XQ — /(Я) = 0. Since the solutions of this equation have no cluster 
point in the domain of definition of/, we may suppose, diminishing this domain of 
definition if necessary, that the above equation has only the distinct roots X^, ..., Я„. 
Let us assume that all these roots are in ôj{x). Take QJ which are T-associated with x 
at Xji more precisely, we may suppose that gj are defined in neighbourhoods of some 
open and mutually disjoint sets Aj э Xj, whose boundaries are rectifiable contours 
(; = 1 , . . . , w). 
We investigate first the case а{Т) э oo. Then the set where / i s not defined is com­
pact in С and contained in Q{T). Let AQ be an open neighbourhood of this set, 
disjoint with every Aj and such that its boundary is a rectifiable contour. Then the 
и 
setzl = и A J has the property that its boundary Г is a rectifiable contour. Note also 
that in virtue of continuity and compactness, there exists an open neighbourhood V 
of jUo such that the equation w — /(Я) has roots only in A, for any w eV. If we denote 
by g the function which is equal to gj in Aj and to (z — T)~^ xin AQ (the set AQ may 
be supposed to lie in ^(T)), we can define the function 
2711 
^^äi. -m 
which is analytic in V. We shall show that (w — / (T)) /i(w) = л; in F. Let Г^ be another 
contour surrounding о{Т), We take Г^ such that the open set whose boundary is Г^ 
contains the open set whose boundary is Г, including Г itself, and which is still 
in the domain of definition of/. Note the relation 
(̂  -П){П- ту g{i) = {ц-Т)-'х- g{i), 











( уу - / ( сю) ) -^ 
27ti 
d?; d<̂  = 
JA 
w — /(oo) 




' / ) ( w - / ( ^ ) ) 
- d<^, 
-(w-/M)-^ 
indeed, according to the choice of the contours Г and Г^, as t] e Г^, the function 
((̂  — ?/)~^ (w — /(^))~^ is analytic in the open set whose boundary is Г and we may 
apply the Cauchy formula at infinity. We have used also the equalities 
- f i-1 Mdr,=f{i)--f{œ) 
and 
Г g{i) d<ï = 0 . 
Since we have 
(w - / (Г) ) X = (w - /(oo)) X + - ^ f (w - /(»?)) {ri -Ту'хаг,, 
by the above calculation we can write 
(w - / ( Г ) ) ^(w) = X + 
w — /(oo) (̂0 -d^ + 
^ ( ^ - / ( 0 0 ) ) - ^ Г ( ^ _ д ^ ) ) ( ^ _ ^ ) - , , , ^ ^ 
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which contradicts the choice of fio- We therefore must have Xj e Ут{^) for at least 
one index j , which implies the inclusion 
Упт){^) ^ /W^)) ^ {/(°o)} • 
When G(T) ^ 00, we consider the function 
where Г is chosen as in the previous case. The point at infinity does not play a role 




2nijr 2711J f̂̂  
imply the inclusion 7/(r)(x) с /(7j(x)). Consequently, in the case a{T) ф oo the 
theorem is proved. 
Let us establish the theorem in its general form. It will be sufficient to prove the 
equality when Ут{х)ф oo. Let us fix 1OEQ(T) and define (p{z) = (z — XQ)~^. Note 
that (p{co) = 0. We show first that Т<р(г)(̂ ) Ф 0- According to Proposition 2.2, there is 
a constant L ^ 0 such that 
\\ТЩ^йМ^Й {k,m = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ) . 
Set yj, = {T — XoY X and notice that 
This estimate shows that the series 
00 
a(w) = ~ S^Vfc+i 
fc = 0 
defines an analytic function in a neighbourhood of 0, which satisfies the equality 
(w - (p{T)) a(w) = X, hence 0 ф 7<p(r)W-
Finally, a well-known property of the analytic functional calculus [4] yields/(Т) = 
= ( /о ф"^) (ф(Т)), therefore we can write 
r/(T)W = / о (p~\y<p(T){^)) = {fo(p'^) {(р{Ут{х)) = / ( T T W ) , 
and the proof is complete. 
32 
As we shall see in the next section, the hypothesis made in Theorem 2.1 on the 
function/to be non-constant in any connected component of its domain of definition 
is essential. 
3. Some consequences. The main aim of this section is to give a proof of the 
following 
3.1. Theorem. Consider Te C{X) and take f e Aj which is non-constant in any 
connected component of its domain of definition. Then we have S^j) = /{^т}-
This theorem has been already proved in [7]. We shall give here a different proof, 
based on Theorem 2.1. 
The next result is inspired by [8]. 
3.2. Lemma. Consider Те C(X). The set of all XeC such that there exists an 
Хя e ^ ( T ) , X;̂  Ф 0 with the properties 7r(x^) = 0 and (Я — T) x^ = 0 is contained 
in S J and is dense in Sj, 
Proof. It is easily seen that Sj is the set of all points À,e C^ such that in any neigh-
bourhood V;, of Я one can find an open set U and a ^(T)-valued analytic function 
/ Ф 0 such that {ß - T)f{ß) = О for /г e 17 n С 
Take now Xe С such that there is an x^ e X with the above stated properties. 
Since Ут{хх) = 0» we can find in a neighbourhood F^ of Я an open set U and an 
analytic ^(T)-valued function g such that (/z — T) g(fi) = x for ßeU n С If we 
define f{fi) = {X -- T) g{ß) then / ф 0 in L/ and (/г - T)f{jn) = 0, therefore Я e Sj. 
Let us show that the set of all points Xe С with the stated properties is dense in Sj. 
Indeed, if Я e Sĵ  is arbitrary and F^ is a neighbourhood of Я then there exists a ^ (Т) -
valued function/, defined in an open set t/ cz F;,^,/analytic, suchthat (̂ ti ~ T)f{ß) = 
= 0 in I/. If we fix /X 6 t/ n С such that x^ = /(/г) ф О, then 'Уг(x̂ )̂ = 0 (see [5], 
Proposition 2.2), hence fie V;^ has the desired properties. 
3.3. Lemma. Let U a C^ be an open set, U э со andf :U -^C an analytic non-null 
function. Then for any К c: U, К э со, К closed, the function f has the represen­
tation 
/ (z ) = (Ai - z ) . . . (A„ - z) (Ao - zy g{z), 
where Àj^, ..., Я„ lie in K, q ^ n is an integer, XQ фи and g(z) ф 0 in K. 
Proof. If (7 = Сда t h e n / i s constant and the representation is trivial. If I/ Ф C^, 
we take Х^фХ] and consider the transformation w = {z — Яо)~^; therefore we shall 
study the analytic function g{w) = f{w~^ + XQ) in a neighbourhood of zero. The set 
K^ = {w; z еК} is compact, therefore g has only a finite number of zeros in K^, 
We have then 
g(w) = w'^iw — w j . . . (w — w„) h(w) , 
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and /j(w) Ф 0 in Kj . Hence we obtain the corresponding representation for / , with 
q = p + n ^ n. 
Note that A ,̂ ..., Я„ are not supposed to be necessarily distinct. 
P roo f of T h e o r e m 3.1. We shall use Lemma 3.2. Let XeC have the property 
that there is x^ e ^ (T) , x^ Ф 0, such that (Я - T) Хя = 0 and Ут{х^) = 0. Then we 
have (/(Я) - / (T)) Хя = д{Т) (Я - Т) Хд = О, where g{z) = б'я(^) is defined as in 
the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.L By Theorem 2.1, У/(т)(^я) = 0» therefore 
/(Я) 6 Sj(r). By the density obtained in Lemma 3.2, we infer /{Sj) с Sj-^j^y 
Conversely, take ß e Sf^^j) ^^d x̂ , Ф 0 with У/{т){^р) = 0 and (^ - / (Т ) x̂ , = 0. 
We suppose that о{Т) э oo and apply Lemma 3.3 to the function ju - / and to a{T). 
We therefore have 
/X - / ( z ) = (A, - z) . . . (Я„ - z) (Яо - z)-^ g{z) , 
where g{z) Ф 0 in a neighbourhood of G{T) and XQ e ^(Т). By Lemma 2.3 we can 
write 
{X, - Г) ...(A„ - Т)(Яо - T)-'^g{T)x, = 0 . 
Let ; be the largest index with the property 
{kj - T ) . . . (Я„ - T)(Ao ~ T)-'^g{T)x, = 0 . 
We have then у = (Я̂ .+ i - Т)...(Я„ - T) (Яо - Т)-«^(Т)х^, Ф О (note that if 
j = n, we have (IQ - Т)~^д{Т)х^, ф О since д{Т)''^ exists). On the other hand, 
hj(z) = {kj+i - z)..,{l„ - Z){ÀQ - z)g{z) is analytic at infinity by virtue of 
q-^n-^n- j , therefore hj{T) e L(X). As hj{T) {z - T) x = {z - T) hj{T) x for 
any X e ^ ( T ) , we derive that yj{hj{T) x^ = yj{y) <=- yji^f,) = 0, where the last 
equality is obtained by Theorem 2.1. Summarizing, we have (Яу ~ Т) у = 0, j ; Ф 0 
and Ут{у) = 0j hence Àj e Sj. Then fi = f{kj) Ef{Sj), which completes the proof. 
The case о{Т) ф oo can be obtained in a similar manner, the decomposition of ß ~ f 
being of the same type, with ^ = 0. 
3.4. Remarks. 1° Note that the hypothesis t h a t / be non-constant in any connected 
component of its domain of definition is essential. Indeed, if Те C{X) has the proper­
ty S^ Ф 0 and / (z ) - 1, then / (T) = 1 and 5:^^^ = % while/(5'^) = {l}. 
Furthermore, we can find an x e X , x Ф 0, such that Ут{х) = 0 by Lemma 3.2 
while 'yi(x) = {l}. Therefore, the properties o f / a r e also essential for Theorem 2.1. 
2° By similar techniques, one can improve the results of [7] concerning the 
calculus with polynomials. Namely, if Те C(X) has the property д{Т) ф 0 then for 
any non-constant polynomial P we have Ур(т){х) = Р{ут{х)) for every xeX. As 
a consequence, we can also prove the relation Sp(^T) = Р{^т) which is already proved 
directly in [7]. We will not develop these ideas here; they will be published elsewhere. 
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